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Given any window over an execution trace, the footprint is the
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Consider1.an execution
trace of a commercial server application.
Footprints
The execution consists of 22 concurrent threads for a total of 1.7
For a window over an execution trace, the footprint is the amount
billion memory accesses. Figure 1 shows the instruction footprints
of data being accessed in the window. Footprint is a basic metric
for thread 40, which accounts for 29% of instruction accesses.
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all-window profiling.
Consider an execution trace of a commercial server application.
For a window of x instruction accesses by thread 40, shown on
The execution consists of 22 concurrent threads for a total of 1.7
the x-axis, its footprint or the volume of accessed instructions is
billion memory accesses. Figure 1 shows the instruction footprints
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Using the same n1 sampling rate as in the case of footprint, we
have measured the interleaving between two threads, thread 40 and
thread 88, in the execution trace mentioned before. Since the two
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3. Approximate All-Window Profiling
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